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ABSTRACT

Theoretical development and numerical simulation are pre-

sented for the two-dimensional electrostatic guiding centre plasma

with positive total interaction energy.  This is a system for which

equilibrium statistical mechanics predicts that no spatially homo-

geneous thermal equilibrium state will exist.  The non-existence of

the homogeneous thermal equilibrium state is associated with the

'1phenomenon of "negative temperatures. Quasi-stable spatially

inhomogeneous states are shown to form, and are characterized by

macroscopic spatially-separated vortex structures.
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1.  Introduction

Some interest has arisen lately in the equilibrium and non-

equilibrium statistical mechanics of an electrostatic guiding-centre

plasma in two dimensions (see, e.g., Taylor & McNamara 1971; Vahala

& Montgomery 1971; Montgomery 1972a).  The mathematical description

i of this system is identical to that of a collection of "line" vortices

in two-dimensional ideal, inviscid, incompressible hydrodynamics,

and we may draw on the literature of that subject for indications

of interesting effects.  In particular, this present paper explores

several implications of the prediction (Onsager 1949) that above a

certain value of the interaction energy, no uniform, quiescent,

thermodynamic equilibrium state should exist.  This prediction is

associated with the phenomenon of "negative temperatures."  We are

concerned here with an effort to uncover, by analytical and numerical

methods, the details of these negative temperature states.

§ 2 reviews previous analytical work on the subject.  § 3

reports the results  of a sdries of numerical simulations.     §  4  pre-

sents an analytic framework which enables one to calculate same

features of the negative temperature states.  The results are briefly

discussed in § 5.

The numerical work is primarily due to Joyce, and the ana-

lytical work to Montgomery.

I."03
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2.  Vortex Motion and Negative Temperatures

(a)  Statistical-mechanical Prediction

of Negative Temperatures

The electrostatic guiding-centret plasma in two dimensions may

be imagined as a collection of very long uniformly charged rods that

move so that they remain aligned parallel to a uniform constant

magnetic field  .     may be imagined to point in the z-direction.

thThe j   rod, with charge e  and position 2j, moves with the guiding-

centre drift velocity

0           6·         92( 4,t, )    X      .   «#   X   tx4=   2 1't)                                         (1)v j=d t=      8              B

in  the  x  and y directions. The electric field is purely electrostatic

I -D
and the scalar potential 9(x, t) is self -consistently determined from

the two dimensional Poisson equation

4 \92* = -4N  (ej/£)6(2 - xj)  ·.                           (2)

The length of the very long rods ·is  1.   The  Ei runs  over N rods ofj
2

charge +e and N more of charge -e in a spatial volume V=L.  The

4     4

vectors  xj,   vj,   and  2 =   -79 are all vectors  with  x  and y components

only.
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The above dynamics can be readily put in Hamiltonian form.

th                    -*
If the cartesian coordinates of the j   rod are x  = (x ,y ), the

canonical Hamiltonian variables are

(q ,Pj) =   K  | 1/2 (x ,y  sgn K )  ,                        (3)

where K  E -4
TT

ce /1 B.
The Hamiltonian function is

H= -Ffi L.   1  j    I  i       j l1           K.K    .6| i       -   2   .1         ·                                                                                           (i t)

ill

It can be readily verified that Hamilton's equations

dp.                  dq--1= _ _AH . _1  =  _NL                                                            (5)dt      Bq.
'

dt      Bp.3                            0

express the same dynamics as equations (1) and (2).  Since H is not

explicitly time dependent, it is a constant of the motion, and up

to a multiplicative constant, is simply the potential energy of

interaction among the 2N Coulomb line charges.  There is no kinetic

energy in this problem, in the usual sense.

Equations (3), (4), and (5) also describe the motion of a

collection of discrete "line" vortices    in two -dimensional, inviscid,
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incampressible hydrodynamics.  The quantity K  is to be interpretedj
th

as the "vortex strength" of the j vortex. We are thus able to

use language appropriate to the two systems interchangeably.

Now considet the equilibrium statistical mechanics of the

2
2N charges inside the box of volume V=L.  The interesting feature

of the system which contrasts with most classical Hamiltonian

systems considered in statistical mechanics is that it has only

a finite amount of total phase space available ( Onsager  1949).

If  we   define the "structure function"   0( 8)   ( e. g., Khinchin  1949)

as the phase space volume per unit interaction energy 8, then

4 g) E.'1 -e dg'0(g')

increases monotonically from  zero to      (  K   L2)  as  g goes  from  -m

to  +00. The product   is   over  all the charges ( vortices ).      0( 8)   is

the total phase space volume with values  of H < 8.    £2( 8)  = d*(8)/dE

will therefore have a mAximum value at some 8 = im' say.  Now it

can be shawn from either the canonical or the grand canonical ensemble

that the equilibrium thermodynamic entropy S and temperature T to be

associated with a macroscopic system of energy 80 and structure

function  0( 8)  are
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S = k  hy 0( 80) .+ constant

1 1       do(80)                                                                                                  (6)
kT   =   0( go)       dgo

(k is Boltzmann's constant. )

For a system with a maximum fl( Bm)' equations (6) predict that

for   8     >  g the temperature   T  will be negative . Landa  aild Lifshitz
o m'

( 1969; see pp. 35-37) show on quite general grounds that f
or a system

whose component parts are free to move relative to. each other, no

spatially-uniform, quiescent, thermal equilibrium state
 can be

expected for a system with kT < 0.  The derivation which l
eads to

equations (6) has broken down.  The question naturally 
arises:

What characteristics will the collection of charges (vortices)

exhibit when their energy is greater than im 

Some indication can be obtained from considering the l
imit of

very large g (Montgomery 1972b).  The highest ene
rgy states are

clearly those in which the charges of positive sign are
 crowded as

close together as possible and those of negative sig
n are crowded

together as far away from the positives as possible.  The macro-

scopic, large-scale configuration this correspond
s to is that of two

large counter-rotating vortides physically well separat
ed in the

box.  The electric field in the neighborhood of eac
h one will be

radial, and the fluid velocity azimuthal.  Though the 
fluid velocity

will be non-zero, it is not inconsistent that it might
 be time-

independent in the limit of very large N.
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For states with 8 only slightly greater than Am' the separa-

tion will be neither so complete nor so dramatic, but there will

still be a tendency for the vortices of like sign to group themselves

together on a macroscopic scale.  This means we should abandon any

hope of fitting the situation with any of the various fluid theonies

of "homogeneous turbulence" (e.g. , Batchelor  1953) in which correla-

tion functions of velocities depend only upon the spatial separations

of points, but not upon their absolute spatial locations.  This

should be recognized as representing something of a break with most

classical quantitative theories of hydrodynamic turbulence, which

make the assumption of spatial homogeneity at the outset and take

it for granted  that  all the important featur es   of the turbulence  are

contained in the spectral density function.

(b)  Taylor's Calculation of gm

Taylor   ( 1972) has given a calculation  for 8m
which  will  be

briefly remarked upon here. The procedure is to calculate an

approximate expression  for  0( 8)  by the method of stationary phase,

and to ask at what value of 8the expression d(,6. 0(8))/dg goes from

positive to negative.  One important point to be aware of in

Taylor's (1972) calculation is that his expression for 8 differs

from Orisager 's ( 1949 ) and ours (equation (4)) by an additive con-

stant which corresponds to the infinite Coulomb self-energy of the

2N line charges.  (This fact is responsible for the necessity for

i
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a maximum wave number in his Fourier transforms.)  We have repeated

Taylor's calculation after subtracting off this infinite additive

constant, and find the result

Em = o'                                               (7)

This result is in fact, fully in agreement with Taylor's equation (8),

which is nothing but the total self-ener*y of the line charges.

This result is extraordinary in that it says all states with

positive interaction energy will correspond to the negative tempera-

ture regime.  We may imagine (Vahala & Montgomery 1971; Montgomery

1972a) a "Vlasov limit" of equations (1) and (2) in which the discrete

charges are allowed to become a continuous fluid whose (smooth) number

densities n*(2,t) obey the equations

an+ ,

-at-  +   CB   X27 9    .    mt   =0                                                                                         (8)

with

2              -4 Tre  ,                                                                                                                                           (9)
7   9  =   -£       in+    -.n_)       .
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1

- In this limit, the interaction 
energy per particle in the spat

ially

uniform state n4 = n- = N/V vanishes, in the usual way. (This limit

is equivalent to ideal incompre
ssible hydrodynamics in two dim

ensions

with zero viscosity.)  The inte
raction energy fof any state wh

ich is

perturbed from spatial uniformity in this "VlasovY limit is then

proportional  to   d2( *cp)2, which  is a po*itive-definite functional

of the displacementd.  Thus any finite perturbation at all can be

expected to put us on the negat
ive temperature side of the bou

ndary
(

for sufficiently low values of 
the plasma parameter (discreten

ess

parameter).

A picture of typical negative t
emperature states can be

I imagined as follows.  There wil
l in general be no steady state

, but

there will be concentrations of
 charge (vorticity) in stable o

r

nearly-stable aggregations. These may sometimes roam about  the   ·      « :.

volume, and probably charged cl
umps of the same sign will have

 a

tendency to coalesce with each other, at least under same circum-

stances.  (The phase space volu
me corresponding to a given tot

al

energy is probably increased by
 decreasing the number of.vorti

ces

among which it has to be shared
.)  Indeed it was evidence of t

he

correctness of this picture gen
erated from computer solutions 

of

the two-dimensional continuum N
avier-Stokes equations at high

Reynolds numbers (Deem & Zabusk
y 1971; Tappert & Hardin 1971) 

that

re-awakened interest in the con
cept of negative temperatures

(Montgomery 1972b; Joyce & Montgomery, 1972; Taylor,  1972).

I--
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In the next section, some computer simulation results for the

discrete-vortex model are presented.  An analytical discussion of

the negative temperature states is deferred until § 4.
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3.  Numerical Simulation

The guiding-centre plasma equations (1) and (2) can be put in

dimensionless form. In a set of dimensionless variables which are

th
described in the Appendix, the equation of motion of the j   charge

(or vortex) can be written as

d .
--1- 2. X 6 (10)dt J      z

fj = 2(itj,t) is the electrostatic field, evaluated at the location
-D

of the charge. It  can be determined  from  E  = -Vcp, where Poissond s

aquation is

429  =   -217 D ( r4   -   n-) , (11)

and the exact number densities n  for the two signs of charge are

N

4=    -'         6(x    -   x    )6(y   -y ) (12)
j   j. :

j=1

2TrD is a constant which is essentially determined by the magnitude

of the charge (vortex strength).

'./.
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Equations (10), (11), and (12) have been solved numerically

on an IBM 360/65 using nearly standard simulation techniques.  The

algorithm used was a second-order scheme in two steps:

41+2%     vn     1       2(in,     .X. = x. + -At x.j Xe
J         J    2          J       z

n+1
41+ *

2j          =      +    A t 2(x j        )    xez , (13)

where j is, as before, the particle index and n labels the time step.

The values of the electric field were determined from Poisson's

equation (Fourier-transformed) by Fast Fourier Transform (F.F. T.)

methods.  The density assignments for Poisson's equation were

accomplished by particle-in-cell (P. I.C.) area-weighting techniques.

The code is in many ways similar to the VORTEX code of Christiansen

(1969, 1971).

The particles were confined to a rectangle of 16 x 32 mesh

points with perfectly reflecting boundaries. (Perfect reflection

means that the tangential component of 2 vanishes at the boundary;

or for the hydrodynamic problem, that the boundary is a streamline.)

Perfect reflection was achieved by replacing the effect of the twalls

by an infinite doubly-periodic array of image charges with a period

twice the box dimension.  Thus, if we had a square box of edge L and

there were a positive charge at (x,y) = (a,b), there would be positive
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images    at    (2nL-a,    2nL -b) and negative images   at   (2nL-a,    b)    and

(a, 2nL-b), where n runs from -co to +co in integer steps.   (The

generalization to a rectangle is obvious.)  If these symmetries

exist at t = 0, the equations of motion.guarantee that they hold

for all time, and we may forget about the boundary. The total number

of particles in the basic box was 2N = 4008.  The image system was

imposed, in accordance with the above symmetry principles, at each

time step.

The electric field Fourier-analyzed appears as

2 =  Ft, 2., exp ifi·2, where 2 =  TE ( nx/Lx,  ny/Ly ), where n  and n  arekk

integers and L  and L  are the x and y dimensions of the box.  The
X Y

normalized total energy of the system is calculated from the formula

'*151'W= (14)S.E.

where S.E. stands for self energy.  If particle positions are loaded

completely randomly within the box, the expectation value of W should

be unity.  We determined S.E. as the average over 100 sets of initial

sets of such random numbers for the (x ,y ).  Such a large sample

was required, because, as is pointed out in the work of Taylor &

McNamara (1971), the expectation value of the fluctuation

<(W - <W>)2>/<W>2 does not become small for large N.

..:f:....
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Changes in W are effected by systematic. changes of the

initial spatial loading of the particles.  Note that, fram the

remarks in § 2 and Taylor's calculation (1972), we should be in

the unstable regime (T < 0) when W > 1.  Thus the initial loading

is one of the most important aspects.of the simulation.

Two different loading methods were used to achieve W>1 and

W < 1.  For the high energy (large W) runs, the particles were

loaded into 16 regularly positioned squares, each one containing

the same number of.either positive or negative charges.  The signs

of the charges in the squares alternated. The positions inside the

:

squares were chosen randomly.  By decreasing the sizes of the squares,

we may bring charges of like signs closer together, thus raising the

energy.  By varying the square size, it has been possible to vary W

by about a factor of 100.  When the size of the square was of the

order of the box size, the configuration approached a random loading,

and the energy of interaction was nearly zero (W &.1).

The above method will not produce negative interaction energies

(W < 1).  These energies were obtained by randomly loading pairs of

positive and negative charges.  The minimum value of W is zero and

is achieved when the distance between the pairs is zero (since in

the P. I. C. model, particles at the same point inside the same cell

give no electric field when the signs are opposite).  When the

distance between the pair becomes of the order of the box size,

W approaches 1 from below.  Runs for other loading schemes were
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-                   carried out, but the results appear to be independent of the par-

ticular loading scheme used.

The evolution of the collections of vortices are in general

agreement with the predictions of § 2.  For W >> 1, the system

separates into two spatially well-separated groups of charge of

opposite sign.  This can be seen by looking at the spatial plots

of particle coordinates in figures la and lb.  (Figure 1 is done for

a rectangular box, with the length twice the width.)  In figures la

and lb which is the higher-energy case, the initial pattern broke up

before t = 10, and the large vortices were formed by t = 50, remaining

largely unchanged thereafter.
f..

As W is lowered to values only slightly greater than 1, the

: spatial separation is not distinct enough to be visually discernible

(figures lc and ld).  More subtle diagnostics are required to explore the

neighborhood of W = 1. The clearest indication of the nature of the

configuration is provided  by  | 12(kx,ky) 12,
which is proportional  to

the amount of energy in the various k ' ky modes. 8(kx'ky) is this
quantity, normalized to unit total volume.  The maximum-energy state

is one with all the particles of one sign at the point (x,y) = (8,8)

and all those of the other sign at (x,y) = (8,24).  [The corners of

the box are (0,0), (16,0), (16,32) and (0,32).]  The energies of

these charges and their images are exactly calculable analytically,

and have a characteristic Fourier spectrum which is shown in figure 2.

It is convenient to plot the normalized energy per unit wave number
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8(kx, ky) as a function of (n .n ), where
X, Y

  2rr 2Tr       1        Tr  /         1 1
( kx, ky) = t 25 nx, 25 "yl " 17 1 nx,  2 1  '

The basic mode which, together with its harmonics, contains most of

the energy in the maximum-energy state is (n .n ) = (1,2), as seen
X' y

in figure 2.  For comparison, the Fourier spectrum corresponding to

the random distribution, with the same numbers of particles, is

shawn in figure 3.

Figures 4, 5, and 6 show spectra for W = 99.0, 16.7, and 2.3,

respectively.  All hhare with the maximum-energy state the feature

of a prominent peak at (n ,n ) = (1,2), which contains a significant

fraction of the energy. It should be clear that this feature, which

corresponds to a similarly spatially non-uniform state in each case,

will not be removed by ensemble averaging.  A homogeneous, isotropic

formulation of the theory of turbulence would miss the essential

features of this state.

A typical state with W < 1, which should correspond to T > 0,

appears in figure 7.  The most interesting differences we have noted

in the spectra with W>1 and W<1 are that in the latter, the

latter, the large peak at (n ,n ) = (1,2) is absent, and the energy

is much more broadly distributed in 1  space. The capacity of the

eye to discern differences in the arrangements of particles in

(x, y)-space is lost well above W = 1.  (See figure 8 for a thermal

i
equilibrium spectrum.)
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4.  Analytic Models of Negative Temperature States

We now present the results of an attempt to construct a

quantitative picture of the negative temperature states.  The first

serious attempt to construct an equilibrium statistical mechanics

for a spatially non-uniform medium was apparently van Kampen's (1964)

model of the condensation of a van der Waals gas.  The onset of nega-

tive temperatures in our system is superficially similar to a con-

densation phenomenon, in that it involves a transition flom a state

which is macroscopically spatially uniform to a state which is not.

Like van Kampen, we arrive at a time-independent integral equation

for the density which we are unable to solve, but which is amenable

to an approximate treatment.  We utilize van Kampen's cellular

technique to compute phase space volumes, but the details of our

calculation are, of course, very different.

We imagine a spatial volume V = L2 subdivided into very small

cells of volume 8, 8 << V.  The cells are large enough, however, to

contain many particles.     We  call  N   and  Ni the number of positive

and negative charges inside cell i.  The dynamical state of the

system can be.specified completely by giving all the N .and N..1

We do not attempt to distinguish between the locations of

particles within the same cell.  The cell size will eventually shrink

to zero.  We write, for the total energy,
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e   =         Z    (Ni    -   N: )9. . (N+    -   N:)
. (15)

1 1  j J
i,j

2
2e 4            -+

Fij =  - -r bv  ri  - rj + const.,  and  is the Coulomb interaction.

th th

 i and it 
locate the centers of the. i and j   cells.  Without loss

of generality, we can imagine the additive constant in 9 to be so       :
ij

large  that  9ij  > 0 for all  i  and j within the box. Equation  (15)

is invariant under addition of a constant to Fij.  We may also

imagine the Coulomb potential to be cut off at some short distance

so that gii <m. Defining  Pi E N+  - N , we see that

g = 1  F'  p. cp. . p.  is a positive definite functional  of the  Pi,  and2 Z-' 1 1J J
i,j

+  Na
that the spatially uniform state (Ni = -7 , all pi = 0) has zero

energy which is also the minimum allowable energy.  All positive-

energy states will 6ecessarily be non-uniform ones involving

non-zero p.'s.  Negative-energy states cannot be constructed in1

this model.

Using the elementary combinatorial method of Boltzmann, we

naw ask for the most probable values of the N  and N- subject toi'

the contraints that B in equation (15) shall have a prescribed

positive value and that
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I. N: =N= const. (16)
1   1

E. N. =N= const. (17)
1   1

For the a priori probability of any given N  configuration,

we take the conventional expression (see e.g., ter Haar 1966):

<17 r   Nil
" =  : 11 Ar

><N:   11  -   >                                                                          (1 8)8    l

i N.: f 1 i N:: f1)C 1 J

+
where the products run over all the cells.  We assume the N  to be

so large that Stirling's formula applies to the factorials in (18).

Finding the stationary states of Br is the same as finding the.

stationary states of

 *= 2(N  6 N  -  N)

+  I.  [ N:  .6- 8  - N:  Ew N: + N:
1 1 1 .1    1

+  N.  Em 8  -  N.  E- N- + N-] (19)
1            1       ii

The constraints (15), (16), and (17) are to be taken into

account by the method of Lagrange multipliers in the usual way,

treating the variations of N  and N  as independent.  The results
+

of setting the coefficients of 6N  equal to zero are
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b„   Nt    +    6'    +    B     5     fi j(NI-Ni )     =    0

1-   NE    +    a-     -    B     Ej     qi j (N j     -    Ni)     = 0. (20)

The three constants (a ,a-, and B) in equations (20) are to be

determined by imposing the constraints (15), (16), and (17), with

given values of N and 8.

Adding equations (20) together gives the relation

N: N: = exp( 42+  - a-) = const., (21)
1 1

all i. Subtracting them gives:

Nt - NI =exp{ «i' - 0 5 mii(N; - Nj-) ]

-exp{   -a-  +   B   Ij   m     (N     -Nj-)  }
(22)

Tij

These last relations can now be replaced by an integral equation by

passing to the limi·t of zero cell size (continuum limit).  The dis-

cretization was mainly useful in order to accomplish the combinatorics.

We let
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N:   -  N:  =    0.    -4  0( 2) 81     1'1

exp(-at)
8 --0 nf

f  lt, 44    -   4,344,3t B  E mij Pj   4 t B   dr   71

where   * r)   =   - 2( e2/ £) br -4 const., now.  Without loss of generality,

the constant can be set equal to zero.  This gives the integral

equation

a(r )   =   n    exp   { -   B- d '   9( i   -   I ') a(r ')    1

- n- exp { + B di" 9(r - r ')«2')  ]. (23)

which is perhaps the most basic relation of the problem.

The above integral equation can, alternatively; be written as

a partial differential equation by defining

*(r+)   -   e *( r+)   5  dr+'   g( 2  -  i") «i"
) (24)

92* = _(4TT e2/£)0(;) (25)

to get

v24 = _(4Tr e2/ 1) ·{.n  e-00 - n-eB* 3 . (26)
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0 E $/e has the physical interpretation of being the scalar potential,

and   (e/£)n2   exp< +   5 lit) represents the positive (negative) electrical

charge density.  Note that since (8  X Vt) · Va = 0, ar r solution of

(23) or (26) is automatically a time-independent one.  n  are positive
-

constants that are to be determined by the requirements that

nt d;  exp(+  B   *)   = N. (27)

The constant B is to be determined fran the requirement that the

total energy has the value 8:

 44 (v*)2 = e.                                             (28)8TT e2

8> 0, but notice that we do not yet know the si-  of B. Since it

enters in the way 1/kT usually does, we suspect it may be negative.

If B were positive, (26) would be similar to the familiar

Debye-Poisson equation in two dimensions.  Its general solution is

not known. In the present context, it is not clear for either sign

of B what would be appropriate boundary data in order to determine

a unique solution of (26) that would satisfy the constraints (27)

and (28).  For the time being, approximate methods are indicated.

A fairly detailed treatment can be given for the case of

2  2
low energies, B  4  << 1.  For this purpose it is convenient to

return to the integral equation formulation, (23), which can be
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2  2
written, when B  4  << 1, as:

F -0 1 ,-4 -4  -4

« 2)    =n   {1    -   B dr      gir    -r')«r')     ]

-n- I l + B d;' *2 -  ')0(2') 1. (29)

The solutions will be periodic with equal average number densi
ties,

so we may set n  = n  - no E N/V, and write (29) 'finally as

0( 1 = -2n  B . d '  *,7 -  '10(2') (30)
0

Multiplying (30) by « ) and integrating over   gives

1                                               (31)- /2( d;
-  = 2no2no

fd;fdri'« ;)9(2_2')«2')

Since the right-hand side of (31) is positive-definite, 
it is clear

that   must be negative.

Equation (30) is now a linear integral equation.  Solut
ions

periodic in a large box of volume V = L2 can be found of
 the form

tr)    =    Z   «£) ei£·
x (32)

d                          ·
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where  the  sum  is over vectors  1  =  2TT  (m, n)/L,   with  m  and n integers.

The vanishing of the tangential component of the'electric field at

the walls can only be achieved if neither m nor n is zero.  We also

have   aC k)   =   c*( -2) I

The Fourier transformed version of (30) is

a<  ) I l   +   2no   B   cp   (k) ]    = 0 (33)

where   (p( 2)   =  4Tr  e2/1 22 . Equation   (33)   can  have   0(1 )   0  0   only   if

2 2=  8TT  n     I  B  I   e2/8  E  K2 . (34)
01 1

If k (m2 + n2)/I,2 satisfies ( 34), then « 2) is arbitrary.42= 4172

The fact that m and n are constrained to be integers means that

for  a  small  box,  not all values  of the temperature  kT  =  -   0  -1

are allowed; but the allowed values become dense as the volume gets

very large.  The fact that more than one pair of integers m, n may

satis fy  ( 34) means  that  the  a( 2)   are not unique  but  may  be  any   set

of numbers for which the energy relation

8                          3                   2Tr   e     la(k)  1         =
2 f        1   12

IF =      Z.-' 4 .02k2
allowed k

1        1 4.12              (35)
4%.1 0 1 8      .             1

la(k).1 ,
allowed k
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and  4 2)  =  c·*( -k), are satisfied.

There appears to be no unique negative temperature state

unless it happens that only one pair of integers (m, n) is allowed.

Rather, there are a finite number of states, any linear superposition

of cwhich is stationary (though not necessarily being a state which  

gives an absolute maximum in * ).   It is not known to what extent

this non-uniqueness would be removed if we could do the full non-

linear problem, but we believe that to the extent that stationary

negative-temperature states exist, they will be contained in the

solutions to (23).  They bear a qualitative resemblance to the

results of § 3.

We may estimate the range of validity of the linear equation

(29).  If m, n are of order unity, (34) provides the estimate

 2  -   Tr 2  22/n2   el'   Ll'.       111  can be estimated in terms   of   8.      Thus   the0

condition B2 11,2 << 1 is (2'rr 86/n2 e2 L4) « 1, or

1    noL2e 1   n L2e   >> 8 . (36)21-r 1 C O

To interpret (36), note that n L2e is the total charge of one sign

present.  Call it Q.. Then   = -2(en L2/1).6- R'is the potential

it produces at a distance R.  Thus the left-hand side of (36) is

basically Q#Q, if the logarithms are estimated as -10.  This is

the interaction energy that would result from the concentration of

«                                                                                                                                                    -
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the charges into two line charges about a box dimension apart.  This

condition is generally satisfied in all the camputer simulations.

To summarize the results of this section, we have shawn how,

by using the elementary combinatorial method of Boltzmann and a

cellular model which ultimately becames a continuum, an integral

equation may be derived whose solutions contain possible negative

temperature states.  This equation is solved in the limit of small

positive energies, and a class of negative-temperature, periodic,

steady states are constructed.  These states are macroscopically

non-uniform, and involve non-zero fluid velocities.  They are,

however, time-independent.  Their lack of uniqueness prohibits a

detailed comparison with the simulation results, but their quali-

tative similarity is not in doubt.

L
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5.  Discussion

We can usefully summarize, by reference to figure 9, the

various possible energy states of a two-dimensional electrostatic

guiding-centre plasma.  Figure 9 is a schematic plot of the structure

function 0(8) as a function of the interaction energy 8.

Region I, with 8 large and negative, is the region of collapse

or "negative pressures" ( Salzberg & Prager  1963;  May 1967; Knorr
1968; Deutsch & Lavaud 1972).  It is associated with plasma para-

meters of order unity.  Region II is a region in which presumably a

thermodynamic equilibrium state exists, but where the reciprocal of
the number of rods per Debye square is not small enough to be used as

the basis for a perturbation expansion.  About this region we know

little.  Region III, E small and negative, is the region plasma

physics usually concerns itself with.  It is the only region in which

the various recent calculations of transport coefficients apply.

Region IV is the region of interest for this article, the region of

positive interaction energy and negative temperature.

Region IV, involving as it does a strong spatial non-uniformity

and macroscopic local concentrations of vorticity, can be thought of

without   too much exaggeration as another "phase"    of a plasma. Numeri -
cal simulations of the structure of this phase have been presented in

§ 3, and an analytic framework within which it can be discussed

appears in § 4.
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It is perhaps worth remarking that the motions discussed here

are included among the (as yet poorly-understood) motions of the

three-dimensional guiding-centre Vlasov plasma (Montgamery 1972a).

We have resisted the temptation, as well, to attempt to extract

any premature conclusions concerning Navier-Stokes turbulence with

finite viscosity from this ideal (i.e., non-dissipative) formulation.
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APPENDIX

The equations of motion for either the guiding centre plasma

or the line vortex system can be written in the form of equations

(10) and (11) in appropriate dimensionless variables.  We outline

here one such set of units for both systems.

(a)  The Guiding Centre Plasma

If we measure lengths in units of A. , the Debye length, and

times in units of 1/(D , the inverse plasma frequency, then equations

(1) and (10) become identical if we measure the electric field strength

in units · of E0 = ·BAplu / c. Then equations (2) and (11) become identi-

cal if and only if

(1)

-2 Tr D     =   .2    -1-

w C    no) 

where w  = eB/mc is the gyrofrequency of an electron and nQ = N/V.C

Energy densities are then conveniently expressed in units of

E2/4., which  will   be a small fraction   of the magnetic energy density

in thermal equilibrium.  Since we express all energies in units of

the electrostatic self energies, these are of not much significance.

1
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(b)  The Line Vortex System

If we measure lengths in units of the box size L, and times

in units of the time T required for two unit vortices a unit length

apart to circle once around each other, then

2 Tr D=     .t
L2   

where  t  K     is  the  strength  of  the two species of vortices.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

FIGURE 1. (Color plate)  Spatial locations of positive (green) and .

negative (red) charges at t=0 and at a later time.  (a) is

for W = 99 at t = 0.  (b) is for W = 99 at t = 50·  (c) is for

W   =   2.3   at   t=    0.        (d)    i s    for   W   =    2.3   at   t    =   160. A yellow   d o t

implies a positive and a negative within a visually unresolv-

able proximity.

FIGURE 2. Energy spectrum   8(n '   n )   for the maximum energy state.

An overall normalization of the boxes is always chosen so that·

their total volume sums. to unity. Smaller values of i(nx,  ny)

than 8(n%' n ) = 0.023 are omitted from the graph for visual

clarity.

FIGURE 3. Energy spectrum for the case in which the particles are

placed in the box completely randomly.  This should be con-

trasted with figure 2.  (Values < 0.017 are not shown.)

FIGURE 4. Energy spectrum at t = 50.0 for W = 99.0.  Note the

qualitative similarity to figure 2..  Note also that the

essential features of this spectrum would be lost by an

integration over angle in Fourier space.  (Values < 0.018

are hot shown.)

FIGURE 5. Energy spectrum at t = 64.0 for W = 16.7.  Note that

the energy is still concentrated in the (1, 2) mode.

(Values  <0.02 are not shown. )
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FIGURE 6. Energy spectrum at t = 160.for W = 2.3.  Though for

smaller W than figures 3 and 4, this is still predicted to

lie in the T <0 region. (Values  <0.035 are not shown. )

FIGURE 7. Energy spectrum for W = 0.43 < 1 at t = 300.  Though not

a thermal equilibrium spectrum, this value of W should lie in

a regime characterized by positive thermal equilibrium temper-

atures.  Note the much broader distribution than figures 2, 4,

5 and 6. (Values  < 0.003 are not shown. )

FIGURE 8. Thermal equilibrium spectrum, calculated from a small

plasma parameter expansion of the equilibrium Gibbs distri-

bution (not a simulation result).  (Values < 0.005 are not shown.)

FIGURE 9.   Schematic flot of the structure function 0(8) showing

the four regions of basically different macroscopic behavior

as a function of interaction energy g.  Region IV is the

subject matter of this paper, and region III is the region

plasma physics is usually concerned with.
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FIGURE 1.  (Color plate)

»
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